**XVI EAAE Congress - Extra Time to Submit Contributed Papers**

**XVI EAAE Congress - Raising the Impact of Agricultural Economics: Multidisciplinarity, Stakeholder Engagement and Novel Approaches.** Prague, Czech republic, 25-28.08.2020

Following requests from EAAE members for extra time to submit contributed papers, the **deadline has been extended to the 10\(^{th}\) of February 2020.**

Other important submission deadlines:
- Organised sessions and organised panels: March 15, 2020
- Posters: April 1, 2020

The submission process is described in detail on the [Congress website](https://www.eaae.org).

**Members information**

EAAE members have access to their own registration card. The EAAE login is available on the homepage of the EAAE using the email address and personal password. You can login [here](https://www.eaae.org). There is also the option to retrieve the password when forgotten or to modify it. After login you will also find the link for free access of EuroChoices online!

As a member you have the possibility to post [vacancies](https://www.eaae.org) and [non-EAAE events](https://www.eaae.org) on the website of the EAAE. Please login and go to 'Post events (congress, seminars, courses, PhD activities) and Jobs' and choose 'new'. The information will be visible on the website after the approval of the secretariat.

**The EAAE has a small and part time secretariat.**

Therefore we are not able to handle our mails on a daily basis and it can take a number of days before you get an answer of to approve the information for the website.